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Summary
Some design trends in Army/Air Force airplane
systems in the United States are traced from the
pre-World War II era to the pre:sent. Various types
of aircraft systems are presented with a view toward
noting design features that haw' been used. Some
observations concerning the design trends indicate
that some may be driven by a, lvanced technology
and some by a need for new mission requirements.
hi addition, it is noted that some design trends are
evolutionary and result in an ext,,nsion of the service
life or utility of existing systems In other cases, the
design trends may be more rev, dutionary with the
intent of creating a system wittl a new capability.
Some examples are inchlded of designs that (lid not
proceed to production for reas()ns that soinetimes
were technical and sometimes w_'r,_ not.
Introduction
Although the flight of the Wright brothers first
airplane occurred in the United States in 1903, there
was little activity in the design of new aircraft sys-
tems in this country until the 1920's. This delayed
activity was, in part, due to World War I, dur-
ing which time the United States was involved in
supporting European countries in the manufactur-
ing process. Experience thus gained was to be used,
however, in the development of native U.S. designs.
In the early 1920's, the newly created National Ad-
visory Comnfittee for Aeronautics (NACA) began to
function at Langley Field, Virgii,ia, and the U.S. air-
craft design effort began to acceh_rate with the impe-
tus provided by the availability of wind-tunnel and
flight experimental data. By tlw time World War II
started, a military and civil air fleet was fairly well
established in the United States
World War II resulted in new ideas for mili-
tary aircraft, and new designs ftourished during the
1950's. The growth in technol_)gy also resulted in
changes to the civil air fleet, and there are some obvi-
ous instances where military and civil aircraft devel-
opments are related. During th_ _,1970's and 1980's,
the pace of new airplane design.', slowed but the sys-
tems tended to become more sophisticated. Changes
in technology as well as changes in mission require-
ments continue to be reflected ir the design trends of
today.
The systems included herein are confined to land-
based, fixed-wing airplanes. The trends discussed
are primarily those related to a _rodynamic shaping,
structures, propulsion, and design and development
techniques. The time period involved is one in which
the land-based military air fore( changed names sev-
eral times until becoming the US. Air Force in 1947,
the airplane designation system was subject to some
changes, and several changes occurred in the organi-
zational makeup of the airplane industry.
Discussion
Early History
Modern aviation dates from December 17, 1903
when the Wright brothers successfully flew their
heavier-than-air, mechanically propelled airplane at
Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. For two decades follow-
ing Kitty Hawk, however, the United States lagged
behind Europe in the advancement of airplanes. It
is interesting to note that the British government
approached the Wrights in 1904 with an offer to
buy thcir airplane but were refused because the
Wrights wanted the United States to benefit. Inter-
est in the United States remained elusive until 1907
when, on December 23, the War Department issued
a competitive-bid specification for a flying machine.
The specification was based, in part, on the Wrights
estimates and, in part, on some operational require-
ments envisioned by the War Department. Some of
these requirements were (1) ability to carry two per-
sons with a total weight of up to 350 lb; (2) fuel
for 125 mile range; (3) speed of 40 mph with a 10-
percent bonus for each mph greater up to 44 mph and
a 10-t)ercent penalty for each mph lower, with rejec-
tion below 36 mph; (4) easy assembly and transport;
(5) ability to operate from unprepared fields; (6) sim-
ple maintenance. The specification was less than one
page in length, which is quite in contrast to the situ-
ation today where specifications nmy be contained in
several volumes. A total of 41 responses were made
with bids ranging from $500 to $10,000,000. The
ehoic(_ was eventually made in favor of the Wright's
proposal of $25,000 and 200 days. The Wright Flyer
arrived at Ft. Myer, Virginia on August 20, 1908 and
was readied for flight test.
The first appropriation for military aeronautics
was fi)r $125,000 in the fiscal year 1912 War Depart-
ment budget. Prom these funds, orders were placed
for three Wright airplanes and two Curtiss airplanes.
As Army flying proceeded, there were some accidents
and fatalities. Records seemed to indicate that more
accidents occurred with the Wright airplane, which
was a pusher type, than with the Curtiss JN Jenny
airplane, which was a tractor type. A Signal Corps
memorandum of February 28, 1914 recommended
that future flying be done only with the tractor-type
airplane. Subsequently the Wright Flyer,which had
been the progenitor of Army aviation, disappeared
and the Curtiss airplane became quite prominent.
During the Mexican Revolution in 1913-17, an
attempt was made to use the Curtiss Jenny in a
reconnaissancerole.Theresultsweredismalinsofar
asthemissionrequirementswereconcerned,but the
lessonslearnedrelativeto operationalrealitieswere
significant.The airplanewasnot ableto perform
well in the extremeturbulencenearthe mountains.
In addition,theextremeweatherthat includedrain,
snow,andhailaswellasveryhotanddryconditions
causedsuchthingsasdelaminationof woodenpro-
pellers.Thelessonlearnedwasanappreciationthat
airplanesmustbedesignedto meeta rangeof less
thanoptimumconditionsin thefield.
ThuswhentheUnitedStatesenteredWorldWarI
onApril 6, 1917,the Air Serviceconsistedof about
125airplanes mostlyCurtissJennys.Theonlyair
experiencewas that acquiredduring the Mexican
campaign. Some American vohmteers had already
been flying combat with French and British airplanes,
and portions of the U.S. industry were engaged in
producing airplanes for Europe.
Post-World War I
The United States acquired several European air-
planes at the close of World War I. These included the
Nieuport 17 and 28, the Spad XIII, the Breguet 14,
the de Havilland DH-4, and the Sopwith 11/2-Strutter.
In addition, some new airplanes were produced in the
United States. These included the Thomas-Morse
S-4 series and MB-3 series, the Standard E-1 fighter
and SJ trainer, the Packard-Le P_re LUSAC-11, the
Orenco/Curtiss D, and the Martin MB-1 and MB-2.
Each of these airplanes bore a strong resemblance
to British and French airplanes of World War I and
did, in fact, generally use European-designed engines.
Thus it is evident that, while native talent did exist,
the post-World War I U.S. airplane designs did reflect
a fairly significant European influence.
The Biplane Era of the 1920's
Trainers. The growing air fleet introduced a
need for trainers. Among the first to be developed
was the long line of Consolidated Aircraft primary
trainers that began in 1923 with the PT-1. Succes-
sive modifications of this simple biplane led to the
PT-3, PT-11, and PT-12, which were in use through
the mid-1930's. A parallel development of the PT-3
was the O-17, a reconnaissance type with minimal
design changes to fit it for its operational role.
Bombers. In the quest for a new bomber to
follow the Martin MB-2, a number of projects were
studied. One interesting bomber design was the
Barfing NBL-1, which was a huge triplane with six
engines. The NBL-1 first flew in 1923 and, after
limited flight testing at Langley Field, was scrapped
in 1928. Other bomber designs of the mid-1920's
were patterned along the lines of the biplanes of
the day. One was the Huff-Daland LB-1, which
was about the size of the Martin MB-2 but was
powered by a single engine. Although about 10
production airplanes were delivered during 1926, the
Army decided to drop the development of single-
engine bombers in favor of twin-engine types that
were considered to be safer and also provided nose
space for a bombardier or gunner. Subsequently
Huff-Daland began the development of a twin-engine
version of the LB-1 and, in a revitalized company
under the name of Keystone, began to produce a
series of bombers including the B-I, B-3, B-4, B-5,
and B-6. Keystone bombers remained in service into
the 1930's. One other twin-engine biplane bomber,
the Curtiss B-2 Condor, was, in limited numbers, in
service during the same period.
Fighters. Biplane designs were also used in the
further development of fighter or pursuit airplanes in
tile 1920's. Among the earliest of these was the Cur-
tiss PW-8 and the Boeing PW-9. These airplanes
were similar in design to World War I fighters such
as the German Fokker D.VII. The PW-8 became the
P-1 and was the start of a long line of Curtiss Hawks.
Other Curtiss Hawk biplanes that evolved, generally
with engine changes, included the P-2, P-3, P-5 (all
in limited numbers), and the P-6, in particular the
P-6E, that was produced in greater numbers than all
Hawk biplanes. In efforts to perpetuate the Hawk
biplane series, Curtiss developed the XP-10, P-11
(never completed), XP-17, YP-20, XP-22, and the
XP-23 which, in 1932, was the last of the Army's
biplane fighters. Boeing developments in the same
period included the XP-4, XP-7, and XP-8, all gen-
erally derived from the PW-9 series. With the PW-9
production series drawing to a close, the Boeing com-
pany, in a private venture, began the development of
a new biplane fighter using an air-cooled radial en-
gine rather than the water-cooled engines previously
used. The new Boeing airplane was bought by the
Navy and became the first of a long series of F4B
shipboard fighters. As a result of an Army evalu-
ation, the airplane was purchased and became the
first of many P-12 airplanes. Many modifications
were made to the P-12 during its lifetime. These
included the adoption of the newly developed NACA
ring cowling for improved engine cooling and reduced
drag. Balanced ailerons were added, and an all-metal
fuselage was introduced. Boeing had gained experi-
ence for the metal fuselage with the development of
the XP-9, which was an early attempt to produce a
monoplane fighter. Experience with both the XP-9
and the P-12 led Boeing to develop the XP-15, which
was an all-metal monoplane parasol wing version of
theP-12.It mightbenotedthat_heP-12/F,IBseries
representsanearlyuseof acoxtalondesignfor both
ArmyandNavyservice.
Other fighterdesignsof tt_etime includedthe
Thomas-MorseXP-13. Altholgh tile XP-13wasa
uniquedesignwithametalfilselagecoveredwithcor-
rugatedmetalskin,it wasnotaccepted,andThomas-
Morsewaslateracquiredby Consolidated.During
this time the Berliner-JoyceP-16appearedin re-
sponseto arequestforatwo-seatfighter.Thedesign
wasa gull-wingedbiplaneconsructedof metaltub-
ingwith fabriccoverandaliquid-cooledengine.The
airplanewasorderedintoproductionandwasredes-
ignatedtilePB-1for "pursuit,1,iplace". No reorders
were placed for the airplane and subsequently the
Berliner-Joyce colnpany was al,sorbed into General
Aviation Corporation, which was to become North
American.
Observation airplanes. _'he Army maintained
an interest in observation airplanes and in the early
1920's sought a replacement type for the Dtt-4. Cur-
tiss developed the O-1 from tho basic Hawk fighter
design but lost the bid for the o )servation role to the
Douglas 0-2 biplane. The 0-2 bore a striking simi-
larity to the Douglas World Cruiser which, in turn,
had been developed from the Navy DT-2 torpedo
airplane. Many 0-2 variants w,re built and fllrthcr
perturbations resulted in the Douglas 0-5, 0-7, 0-8,
0-9, XO-14, 0-22, and 0-25, all with liquid-cooled
engines. These were followed by a series of airplanes
having radial air-cooled engines, the Douglas 0-32
and finally the 0-38 which, through many variants,
remained in service until well into the later 1930's.
Other entries in the obscrwtti_m role inehlded the
Curtiss O-11 and 0-39, which were variants of the
Curtiss O-1. These airplanes represented the last
of the Army observation bipla:_es. One variant of
the O-1, with forward-firing guns, was designated the
A-3 and given the role of groun 1 attack.
The Monoplane Era of the 1930's
Although the biplane design had resulted in many
successflll airplanes, it became apparent near the end
of the 1920's that the upper limit of performance for
biplanes was about to be reaehvd. Some monoplane
racers had, in fact, demonstra ed speed capability
superior to that for biplanes.
Fighters. Boeing, at the request of the Ariny,
began tile design of a monopl me fighter in 1928.
Some design and development problems were en-
countered, but the airplane, designated XP-9, was
delivered in September 1930. Structural considera-
tions led to a high, body-nlounte, t, strut-braced wing.
The airplane had an all-metal s ructure and a semi-
nlonocoque fuselage that was to set tile pace for fu-
ture designs. The cockpit was just aft of the wing,
and pilot visibility was poor. The flying characteris-
tics were also considered to be poor, and the XP-9
was not produced.
The second monoplane fighter to be built was
also a Boeing design, the XP-15. The XP-15 was
a derivative of the highly successful P-12 biplane
design and was, in effect, a P-12 with the lower wing
removed. Tile result was a parasol-mounted, strut-
braced wing, with the advantages of the monoplane
without the visibility limitations of the XP-9. The
XP-15 did make use of the metal structure design of
the XP-9, however. Although the XP-15 was a good
performer, it did not go into production, but some of
the metal structure was adopted for later versions of
the P-12 series.
The first operational single.seater monoplane
fighter to enter Army service was, however, a Boeing
design, the P-26 Peashooter. The P-26 had a wire-
braced low wing, a radial engine, an open cockpit,
and a fixed gear with streamlined wheel and strut
fairings. About 136 airplanes were delivered, and
the P-26 was the Army frontline fighter from 1934
until the early 1940's. Boeing produced a follow-on
design, the evolutionary YP-29, which had a flflly
cantilevered wing, an enclosed cockpit, and a semi-
retractable gear, but kept the same engine as tile
P-26. The expected drag reduction was offset by
increased weight, and tile YP-29 showed no great.
improvement over the P-26 and the project was
abandoned. A more powerflfl reengined version
designated the XP-32 was proposed but never built.
Curtiss offered the Army a competitor for the
P-26 in the XP-31 Swift, which was the first mono-
plane fighter built by, Curtiss. It was generally simi-
lar to the P-26, with a fixed gear having streanflined
fairings and with a radial engine. The low wing was
strut braced, and the cockpit was enclosed. The ra-
dial engine was soon replaced by a liquid-cooled en-
gine. The XP-31 was quite heavy, however, and the
performance was inferior to the P-26 and the project
was dropped.
Follow-on Army fighters that resulted from a com-
petition to replace the P-26 were the Seversky P-35
and tile Curtiss P-36. The P-35 was a private ven-
ture of the Seversky Aircraft Company, which subse-
quently became Republic Aviation Corporation. The
P-a6 was a continuation of the famous Curtiss Hawk
series. Both the P-35 and the P-36 were all-metal
cantilevered low-wing designs with enclosed cockpits,
retractable gear, and radial engines. While Seversky
was declared the nominal winner of the initial compe-
tition, both companies were awarded contracts and
ultimately more P-a6's were produced than P-aS's.
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Theonly two-seaterfighterto beproduceddur-
ing the 1930'swasthe ConsolidatedP-a0(PB-2).
The p-ao wasa low cantilever-wingdesignwith a
flllly retractablelandinggearandanenclosedcock-
pit for two. The conceptbeganwith the Detroit-
LockheedCompanyasthe YP-24,deliveredt.othe
Army ill September1931asa possiblereplacement
for tile Berliner-aoyceP-16 (PB-1)biplane. The
generaldesignwasbasedoil the successfulLock-
heed Vega and Orion monoplane airliners. TILe air-
plane performed well and production was ordered,
but Detroit-Lockheed was in financial difficulty and
defaulted. When the company failed, some of the
designers joined Bell Aircraft and some joined Con-
solidated Aircraft. Tile P-24 design was further re-
fined by Consolidated, and was built as the YlP-25.
The Army was impressed with the perfornmnce of the
airplane, and a fllrther refined and recngined w, rsion
was produced as the P-a0.
Observation airplanes. Monoplanes were in-
troduced by, Douglas after the successflfl 0-38 bi-
plane series. The first was the xo-al, an all-metal
airplane with a wire-braced gull-wing and a liquid-
cooled engine; it. appeared in 1930. Several modifica-
tions were made to the airplane, one being a change
to a parasol wing, aim it was designated the 0-43. A
flLrther change to an air-cooled radial engine resulted
in the 0-46 airplane.
The last of the designated observation airplanes
was the North American 0-47. The 0-47 was begun
in 1934 by General Aviation, which later became
North American. Tile 0-47 was an all-metal airplane
with a low cantilever wing and a retractable landing
gear. Tile deep-bellied fuselage had glass panels in
the bottom to improve downward observation. The
0-47 was in service until the early 1940's but did
not perform operational missions in World War II.
After the 0-47, the role of the dedicated observation
airplane was performed by light airplanes for such
things as artillery spotting and by special airplanes
for reconnaissance and photography.
Attack airplanes. The monoplane design was
used in seeking an improvement in tile attack role
that had been filled by the Curtiss a-3. Designs that
were proposed were the Atlantic-Fokker XA-7 and
the Curtiss XA-8 Shrike. Both were powered with
a liquid-cooled engine and, in addition to forward-
firing guns, also carried bombs. The A-8 was selected
and produced. Further modifications that included a
change to radial engines resulted in the Curtiss A-10
and A-12. Northrop, in a private venture, proposed
an attack airplane in 1933 based on their successful
Gamma and Delta commercial monoplanes. The first
prototype, designated XA-13, had a low cantilever
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wing, a fixed gear, a radial engine, and an enclosed
two-place cockpit. An engine change resulted in
the XA-16. Further changes, including a retractable
landing gear, resulted in the production A-17 Nomad.
Bombers. With the aging of tile Keystone
bolnbers, some attention was turned to the devel-
opment of a new bomber. In early 1931, Boeing, in
a private venture, produced a design for a bomber
that was based, in part, on the successful Monomail
commercial airplane. The design, which became the
B-9 bomber, was an all-metal airplane with a low
cantilever wing, twin radial engines, retractable gear,
and four separate open cockpits. One YB-9 was pow-
ered with in-line air-cooled engines, but it proved to
be inferior to the air-cooled radial engine design. Al-
though the performance of the B-9 was markedly su-
perior to that of the Keystone bombers, the airplane
did not go beyond the prototype stage.
The bomber that was to replace the Keystone
bombers was the Martin B-10, in development as a
company private venture at the same time as the
Boeing B-9. The B-10 had a cantilever midwing,
radial engines, retractable gear, and three separate
enclosed cockpits, including tile first rotating nose
turret on an American bomber. The performance
was superior even to that of the B-9, and the B-10
was ordered in quantity in 1933 and renlained in
service until tile late 1930's. Two other reengined
versions of the Martin bomber were designated the
B-12 and B-14.
The Pre-World War II Era
Near the end of the 1930's there was considerable
activity in the development of military airplanes in
the United States because of the impending involve-
ment in fighting that had already begun in Europe.
Trainers. TILe need for trainer airplanes to
follow the Consolidated PT's led to the introduction
in 1934 of a private venture of the Stearman Division
of United Aircraft that was to become the PT-13.
Tile PT-13 was a rugged, conventional biplane with
a fixed gear, a radial engine, and two open cockpits.
A reengined version was produced as tile PT-17
Kaydet.
Another quite different primary trainer was pro-
duced by Ryan as a version of the Ryan ST (Sport
Trainer) and was designated the PT-16. The PT-16
was an all-metal airplane with a low, wire-braced
monoplane wing, fixed gear with streamline fairings,
an in-line engine, and two open cockpits. Other re-
visions included a reengined PT-20, and the PT-21
and PT-22 with radial engines. These were produced
in quantity through 1942.
Anotherprimarytrainerbegalasa privateven-
turebyFairchildandwas<tesignat.,.dthePT-19.Tile
PT-19hadanin-lineengine,a lowcantileveredwing,
a fixedlandinggear,andtwoopencockpits.A mod-
ifiedversionincorporatingaradia]enginewasdesig-
natedthePT-23.
A privateventureby North American,the NA-
16,appearedin 1935andwasadoptedby theArmy
asa basictrainer with the desigm_tionBT-9. Tile
BT-9 hada low cantileverwing,a radialengine,a
fixedgear,andatwo-placenclosedcockpit.Further
modificationswith anall-metalfiLselage,a newtail
assembly,an<ta morepowerfltl,,ngincresultedin
the BT-14. Furtherchangesinc<_rpora.tinga more
powerfulengineandaretractabh'gearesultedin the
AT-6Texanadvancedtrainer,of _,'hichat>out20,000
wereproducedup throughabout1!)45.
A privateventureby Vultee,tile Model54.was
selectedby the Army and becamethe mostused
basictrainer,theBT-13andBT-t5 Valiant. These
airplaneshada lowcantileverwhig,a fixedgear,a
radialengine,anda two-placenclosedcockpit.
Someadvancedtrainersof the'era inchutedthe
BeechAT-7 navigationtrainera k<lAT-11Kansan
bolnbingandgunnerytrainer. Theseweredevelop-
mentsof theC-45Expeditortran.,;port,whichwasa
versionofthebasicBeechModel1Stwin-enginelight
commercialtransport.
Tile BeechAT-10wasanadvancedpilot,trainer
developedfromthet.win-engiImBe_,chModel26.The
AT-10wasconstructedprimarilyof woodto avoid
theuseof strategicmetals.
The AT-8 aim AT-17wered,,velopedfrom the
first.Cessnatwin-enginetransport, the T-50. A
transportversionwasdesignated_heC-78.
The LockheedAT-18 was&velopedfrom the
commercialModel14of the late1930's.Thesewere
usedasgunneryandnavigationtlainers.
Fighters. In the early day's of World War lI, the
latest foreign fighters with slim ilMine engines were
generally capable of higher speeds than the United
States P-36. The Army invested i rt the development
of in-line engines by Allison fin potential use in
fighter airplanes. Curtiss, with a wew toward staying
in the fighter market, adapted the Allison engine
to a P-36 airframe and produced the XP-37. The
length of the engine and radiator was such that tile
cockpit had to be moved rearward, with a loss in pilot
visibility. In addition, the airplam' ",'as heavier than
its predecessors and did not achicw_ the anticipated
speed. Although a few YP-37's were built for test,
the airplane was not produced. A fllrther revised
P-36 airframe was used to correct the shortcomings
of the YP-37, and the result was the Curtiss P-40
Warhawk with a relocated radiator near tile nose
and a more forward cockpit. By using the proven
P-36 airframe and tile proven Allison engine, it was
possible to put the P-40 into immediate production.
and it was the primary Army fighter at the outbreak
of U.S. participation in Worl¢t War II. Many changes
were made to the P-40, and it. remained in service
until the mid-1940's.
Further revisions of the basic P-36 were pursued
by' Curtiss in an effort to perpetuate their presence
in the fighter market. These designs included the
XP-42. Tile XP-42 kept the radial engine of the P-30,
trot an attempt was nmde to reduce the drag by using
an extended forebody cowling and a propeller with
a. large spinner attached by means of an extension
shaft. Cooling problems were encountered, however,
and the drag reduction was negligible. Although
several cowling arrangements were tried, none were
adequate and the project was stopped. The XP-42
was used, however, by the NACA at. Langley Field in
1942 intlight tests of an all-moving tail that provided
much information for later use on the longitudinal
control systems of high-speed airplanes.
The Curtiss XP-46, using a new Allison in-line en-
gine, was intended to include modifications thought
to be desirable based on pilot combat experience.
One of these features was automatic leading-edge
slats similar to those used on the German Messer-
schmitt 109. However, the airplane was a disappoint-
ment. The weight was increased by the addition of
self-sealing fuel tanks and armor plating, and nmch of
the equipment was inaccessible, making maintenance
difficult. The project was dropped.
The XP-53 was another atteinpt by Curtiss to re-
place the P-40. Power was provi<ted by a Continen-
tal experimental inverte<t-V in-line engine and the
newly developed NACA laminar-flow wing was use<t.
The airplane had self-sealing tanks and a bulletproof
windshield. The XP-53 was delivered but never test
flown,
The Curtiss XP-60 was built in 1941 in response
to an Army request for a laminar-flow-wing fighter
powered with a Rolls-Royce Merlin engine. The air-
plane was derived from one of two XP-53 prototypes
primarily by changing from the Continental engine.
Many modifications were made in the course of tile
P-60 program, including various in-line engines as
well ms radial engines and a contrarotating propeller
version. After extensive and generally successful test-
ing, the entire program was fiimlly canceled in favor
of other airplanes.
Curtiss built the XP-62 airplane in response to a
1941 Army request for a fghter with a new Wright
18-cylinder radial engine and with a requirement for
a pressurized cockpit. At the time, the design was
the largestsingle-scat,single-engineairplaneto be
built in theUnitedStates.Manydelays,particularly
with theengine,contrarotatingpropellers,andcabin
pressurizationsystemhamperedthe program;and
eventually,after very little flying, the projectwas
scrapped.It wasthelastCurtissfighterto bebuilt.
A follow-onto theSeverskyP-35wastestflownby
theAir Corpsat LangleyFieldin 1939.Theairplane
was,in fact, a modifiedP-35with a morepowerflll
turbosuperchargedngineandan inwardretractable
gearandwasdesignatedtheXP-41.RepublicAvia-
tion, whichwasformedfromSeversky,furtherpur-
suedtile designwith a proposedevelopmentthat
wasput in productionastheRepublicP-43Lancer.
A morepowerfulmodification,designatedthe P-44,
wasnot produced,but the basicdesignof the P-43
andP-44wouldsubsequentlyleadto theP-47Thun-
derboltof WorldWarII fame.
Lockheedintroduceda breakin tile evolutionary
designof fighterswith thedesignof theP-38Light-
ifing. Lockheed,afterhavingbeenrelativelyinac-
tive in the fighterfield, respondedto a 1936Army
requestfor a high-altitudeinterceptorwith a com-
pletelynewdesign the XP-38. TheP-38wasthe
first twin-engineArmy fighter with two in-line en-
gines mounted on twirl booms that extended rear-
ward to support a twin-tail assembly. The single-seat
cockpit was mounted in a center pod that also housed
a tremendous amount of firepower in the form of four
machine guns and a cannon. The P-38 also had a tri-
cycle gear another first for an Army fighter. When
the United States entered World War II, the P-38 was
the Army's fastest and most heavily armed fighter.
Several modifications were made to the airplane dur-
ing its service life, including one version with a bom-
bardier nose. The basic design of the P-38 was also
used by Lockheed in the XP-49, which had increased
power, a pressurized cockpit, and two cannons. The
airplane showed no notable improvement over the
P-38 and production plans were dropped. Another
even larger airplane with the same basic design was
the Lockheed XP-58 Chain Lightning, proposed for
a requested long-range bomber escort in 1940. The
airplane had more powerful engines and, at the rear
of the center pod, had a sccond crew station with a
powered gun turret. Two airplanes were built, but
plans for production were dropped.
North American introduced another new dimen-
sion in the development of fighters with the design of
the P-51 Mustang. The P-51 design originated from
a request of the British in early 1940 for a fighter
to bolster their dwindling strength and to outper-
form enemy aircraft. The P-51 proved to be emi-
nently successful and was subsequently procured by
the United States also. The P-51 used the NACA
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laminar-flow airfoil section and a unique low-drag ra-
diator located about halfway back on the underside
of the body. Another unique feature of the P-51 was
that it was designed and built within a 120-day limit
imposed by the British.
Bell Aircraft, formed in the early 1930's by some
of the designers from the defunct Detroit-Lockheed
Company, was responsible for several unique fighter
designs. One, the YFM-1 Airacuda, was a five-place
twin-engine pusher design with a tricycle gear. Sev-
eral were built for testing, but none entered service.
Another, the P-39 Airacobra had an unusually lo-
cated in-line engine in the fuselage aft of the cockpit,
with a long shaft under the pilot's seat extending for-
ward to the propeller. In addition to machine guns,
the P-39 was equipped with a 37-mm cannon that
fired through the propeller shaft. The airplane had
a tricycle gear nmde simpler for nose wheel stowage
since there was no engine in the nose. The P-39 was
exported to England and the Soviet Union, with the
Soviet Union getting about 5000 of the 9558 that
were built.
Grumman introduced a twin-engine fighter as the
runner-up in the Army competition won by the Lock-
heed XP-49. The Grumman design was the XP-50,
which was based on the existing Navy shipboard de-
sign by Grumman, the XF5F-1. The airplane had
twin wing-mounted radial engines and twin verti-
cal tails tip-mounted to the horizontal tail. Al-
though one airplane was built for testing, the airplane
crashed and the program was terminated.
Bombers. In 1934, the Army issued a speci-
fication for a bomber to replace the Martin B-10.
Proposals were received from three companies. One,
submitted by Martin, was an enlarged version of the
B-10 in the hope of perpetuating the life of the de-
sign. Douglas submitted a twin-engine design that
bore a strong resemblance to their highly success-
ful DC-2 commercial transport. Designated the B-18
Bolo, tire bomber was placed.in production and was
in service with most Army Air Corps squadrons when
the United States entered World War II in 1941. Sev-
eral modifications were made to the B-18 during its
production, and a substantially revised design, des-
ignated the B-23 Dragon, also saw limited service.
Boeing submitted a four-engine design designated
the B-17 Flying Fortress. Previous Boeing experience
included the twin-engine B-9 and the Model 247
commercial transport. In addition, Boeing gained
further experience since they had already responded
to a 1933 Army Air Corps request for a long-range
heavy bomber by producing the four-engine XB-15,
which, at 70 700 lb, was the largest airplane built in
the United States up to that time. Although only a
fewB-17'swereon handat theoutbreakof World
WarII, theairplanewasdestinedto replacetheB-18
andbecomethemainstayof thebomberforce.
Attack airplanes. The concept of attack
airplanes beyond the Northrop A-17 evolved into
the later 1930's through a chain of circumstances.
Northrop became a subsidiary of Douglas Aircraft
and provided the expertise that resulted in the Dou-
gtas SBD Navy dive bombers. The Army, hav-
ing noticed the devastating effe_:ts of the German
Stuka dive bombers in France, acquired a version
of the SBD's and designated them the A-24 Daunt-
less. Another Douglas design, the DB-7, was a twin-
engine three-place airplane originally produced for
the French as a light attack bomber. After the fall
of France, the airplane was quite effectively used by
the British. The United States was interested in the
airplane and acquired a number of them as the A-
20 Havoc. Another version having a nose-mounted
radar was designated the P-70 aid was put into ser-
vice as the first Army Air Force Jdght fighter.
The World War II Era
The United States entered World War II in
December 1941 with an Air Corps that was fash-
iolmd, in part, on lessons learned by observation of
the fighting taking place in Europ. ,. New lessons were
yet to be learned, partly due to continued German
ingenuity and partly due to the spread of war to the
Pacific.
Fighters. Early in the 194 Fs, tile Army was
seeking advanced designs for fighters in anticipation
of involvement in the war in Europe. Proposals
were received from several companies. Bell Aircraft,
well known for unusual designs, proposed the XP-
52. The design was for a twin-b, Jom pusher config-
uration. Tail surfaces were mom_ted on the booms
and a center body housed a cockpit in front and
an inline engine aft that was to drive eontrarotating
propellers. Although suggestive ,,f potential advan-
tages in visibility, maneuverabilily, and armament,
the XP-52 and a follow-on larger XP-59 design were
never produced. Vultee also proposed an unconven-
tional fighter designated the XP-54 Swoose Goose.
This design was a twin-boom pusher type with a sin-
gle in-line engine mounted in th¢ rear of the center
body and tail surfaces mounted on the twin booms.
The forebody was fairly long and included an articu-
lating section that could be elevated for lobbing low-
velocity cannon shells or depressed for firing machine
guns. The bottom of the body w_.s nearly 6 ft above
the ground. Access to the cockpit was achieved by
dropping a hinged portion of th_ underside of the
body and lowering and raising the seat on a rail.
The santo system was used for the downward ejec-
tion seat. Only two airplanes were built and, af-
ter an extensive flight test program, the project was
dropped. Curtiss also proposed an unorthodox de-
sign designated the XP-55 Ascender. The XP-55 was
a single-engine pusher having a swept wing with tip-
mounted vertical tails and a canard surface mounted
on the forebody. The airplane experienced stabil-
ity problems and the project was dropped. Northrop
proposed an unorthodox design designated the XP-56
Black Bullet. A flying-wing configuration, tile XP-56
had a short, stubby body with a cockpit forward
and, at the rear, an air-cooled radial engine driv-
ing contrarotating propellers. Vertical surfaces were
mounted both above and below the aflerbody. The
slightly swept wing had tip-mounted venturi t.ubes
with a valve arrangement that was used to provide
yaw control. Flight tests of the XP-56 were dis-
appointing, and the project, was terminated. Tests
of these unconventional designs, while being educa-
tional, did not produce tile desired results for an ad-
vanced fighter. In view of the success of conventional
designs in combat, the unorthodox design project was
abandoned. Only a few new fighter designs resulted
in operational airplanes during World War II. One
was the Northrop P-61 Black Widow, intended to
fill the need for an all-weather night fighter. The
P-61 was a twin-engine, twin-boom, three-place de-
sign quite silnilar to the Lockheed XP-58. The P-61
had ahnost full-span flaps to reduce the landing speed
and had very snmll ailerons at the wingtips that were
supplemented by spoilers for roll control.
The firepower was formidable with four 20-nun
cannons and four 0.50-caliber machine guns that were
turret mounted on top of the body. Bell Aircraft
produced the P-63 Kingcobra ms a follow-on to the
P-ag. While the designs were similar, the P-63 had a
laminar-flow wing and a more powerful engine. None
of the P-63's were used operationally by the United
States, but almost 2500 were sent to the Soviet Union
on the lend-lease program. Several other fighter de-
signs appeared during World War II but did not en-
ter the active inventory. The North American NA-50
was developed front the BT-9 as a fighter for Peru and
Siam. Six were being delivered to the Siamese at the
time of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. These
were confiscated by the Army and designated the
P-64. Grumman developed the XP-65, following the
demise of the XP-50, as a refined twin-engine fighter.
The XP-65 had a Navy counterpart, the XF7F-1. As
the designs proceeded in flight test, it became appar-
ent that the Army and Navy missions were so dif-
ferent that one design would not be satisfactory a
situation that was to recur in later years. The XP-65
version of the airplane was dropped in favor of the
XF7F-1sinceGrumman had been a major supplier
of Navy fighters for many years. Vultee, in a com-
pany project, designed an airplane intended to pro-
vide a place for Vultec in the U.S. fghter inventory.
The airplane was a clean single-seater with a single
radial engine somewhat similar to the Curtiss XP-42.
The Army was not interested, but Sweden placed an
order. The United States put an embargo on ex-
port to Sweden, and eventually some of the airplanes
were delivered to China instead. The United States
acquired a few of ttle airplanes as the P-66 Vanguard.
The XP-67 was the first fighter design from the
McDonnell Aircraft Company. The airplane had a
single seat and twin in-line engines. The XP-67 was
a graceful design with blended wing-body and wing-
nacelle fairings. The handling characteristics were
considered to be good, but the airplane was under-
powered and, following an engine fire accident, the
project was dropped. Republic proposed the XP-69
as an intended follow-on to the successful P-47. The
XP-67 would have had a midbody-mounted radial
engine and contrarotating propellers attached with a
long shaft passing beneath the cockpit. Only a mock-
up was built, and the project was discontinued in fa-
vor of another Republic proposal already underway ....
the XP-72. The XP-72 resembled the P-47 except
for a much slimmer nose which, nonetheless, housed
a 28-cylinder 3450-hp radial engine. Flight testing
indicated outstanding performance, particularly in
acceleration. A production contract was approved
and then rescinded when Air Force requirements were
revised to procure more long-range bomber escort
fighters instead. Curtiss proposed the XP-71 as a
long-range escort fighter. This design incorporated
two wing-mounted 3450-hp radial engines driving
contrarotating pusher propellers. Formidable arma-
ment would have included two 37-mm cannons and
one 75-ram can_on. Two propotypes were ordered,
but the XP-71, which would have been about the size
and weight of some of the bombers to be escorted,
was canceled before construction could begin. The
Fisher Division of General Motors proposed a fighter,
the Fisher P-75 Eagle, that had a midbody-mounted
in-line engine driving nose-mounted contrarotating
propellers on an extension shaft. The design included
an assortment of components from several existing
airplanes as a way to save time and cost. While
the idea was worthwhile, the results were not. Pro-
duction of 2500 was authorized, but because of poor
performance only six were produced before the pro-
gram was canceled. Bell proposed the XP-77 as a
lightweight fighter. The XP-77, at a gross weight of
less than 4000 lb, was a small all-wood fighter in-
tended both to save strategic metals and to provide
performance to counter the Japanese Zero fighter. Of
25 planned airplanes, only 2 were built since no signif-
icant advantages were apparent and interest waned.
Bombers. With the reality of World War II at
hand, the Army saw a need for additional bombers.
Various types intended to augment the wartime needs
were produced by several companies. The Consoli-
dated B-24 Liberator was designed by Consolidated
Vultee as a 4-engine long-range strategic bomber to
augment the role of the B-17. The B-24 was differ-
ent from the B-17 in having a high wing with tile new
Davis high-lift airfoil section, twin vertical tails and a
retractable tricycle gear. The North American B-25
Mitchell originated as a private venture in response
to a 1938 Army request for a medium bomber. The
highly successful B-25 had twin radial engines, twin
vertical tails, and a retractable tricycle gear. The
B-25 was well known for the Doolittle Tokyo raid,
for which the fully loaded airplane was required to
take off from an aircraft carrier. One B-25 variant
introduced a new dimension of firepower in the Pa-
cific war with a 75-mm cannon in the nose and 14
0.50-in. machine guns. The Martin B-26 Marauder
was designed in response to the 1939 Army request
for a high-performance medium bomber. The B-26
had a high wing with two radial engines, a single ver-
tical tail, a retractable tricycle gear, and was highly
streamlined. With a relatively high wing-loading, the
B-26 had the reputation of being difficult to fly. The
Boeing B-29 Superfortress was designed in response
to an Army requirement for a hemisphere defense
weapon. The B-29, while bearing some resemblance
to the B-17, was more an outgrowth of the XB-15
program and provided a substantial increase in pay-
load, range, and speed over that of the B-17. The B-
29 is the airplane that dropped the two atomic bombs
on Japan in 1945. The Convair B-32 Dominator was
designed in response to the Army requirement for a
hemisphere defense weapon. Although the require-
mcnt was met by the B-29, prototypes of the B-32
were ordered as insurance against possible failure of
tile B-29. Several iterations of the B-32 design re-
sulted in a high wing design with four radial engines
and a single tall vertical tail, and these were produced
in an unpressurized version for low-altitude missions
over the Pacific.
Attack airplanes. In response to a 1940 British
requirement for a dive bomber, Vultce produced a
two-seat, low wing, single radial engine design that
was delivered under the lend-lease program as the
A-31. When the United States entered the war,
a number of the airplanes were repossessed and,
equipped to U.S. Army standards, were designated
the A-35 Vengeance. The Army made very lit-
tle operational use of the airplane, however. The
DouglasA-26Invaderwasdesiguedin responseto a
1940Armyrequirementfora light attack-bomberto
performthemissionsof tile A-20,B-25,andB-26.
Similarin designto the A-20but with morepower-
ful enginesandawideassortnmntof armament,tile
A-26wastheprimaryattackairt,lanefortheTactical
Air Commanduponits formationin 1946.The des-
ignation for the airplane was later changed to B-26
after the Martin B-26 was withdrawn from service.
Cargo airplanes. Logistic _mpport airplanes for
transporting personnel and car_o became an impor-
tant part of the wartime effort. A variety of types
were provided by several companies in the World
War II era.
In the mid-1930's, Douglas produced a military
variant of the highly successfill DC-2 commercial air-
liner which was designated the ('.-32. Other nfinor
variants were designated C-33, C-34, and the C-38,
which became the propotype hn the C-39. The C-39
was a hybrid design based on the DC-2, DC-3, and
B-18 and was the primary transport in the early days
of U.S. involvement in World _'ar II. The follow-on
transport, which became very well known, was the
C-47 Skytrain conversion from the DC-3. Under a
license agreement with Douglas, the DC-3 was also
produced in great numbers by the Soviet Union as the
Li-2 in both a civil and a militav_ version. The next
wartime transport by Douglas _as the C-54 Skymas-
ter, a conversion of the four-ei,gine DC-4. Curtiss
began the development of a commercial transport in
the late 1930's that was conwwWd in the early 1940's
to a military transport, the C-16 Commando. The
C-46 had an impressive large-volume double-bulge
filselage and was the largest and heaviest twin-engine
airplane to see operational service with the Army Air
Force during World War II. The load-carrying capac-
ity was put to use in flying the mountainous supply
route, known as tile huinp, between India and China.
Lockheed, in the interest of i mintaining a portion
of the commercial airliner marl_et, began the design
of the four-engine, triple-tail Co: ,stellation in the late
1930's. When the United States entered the war in
1941, those airplanes already on the production line
were diverted to the Army Air l:orce and designated
the C-69. The C-69 was the fa_;test transport to be
acquired at the time. At the en( of the war, the C-69
was declared surplus and was resold to the airlines.
Fairchild designed the C-8"! Packet in 1941 in
response to an Army Air Fore,' requirement for an
airplane expressly intended to Jc used as a tactical
cargo and troop transport. T]_e design featured a
high wing, twin engines that fa red into twin booms
that supported the high twin-all assembly, and a
large square centerbody that w ts low to the ground
and equipped with an unencmnbered loading ramp
and large, rear clamshell doors.
The Post-World War II Era
Following World War II, many of the more suc-
cessfnl airplanes thought to be necessary from a
mission-oriented point of view were retained in the
Army Air Force. Others, not considered to be essen-
tiM, were dropped from the inventory or transferred
to a civil role. A new era in design thinking was just
beginning, based on mission requirements learned
from the war and on new technology that came to
light near the end of the war. The primary new tech-
nology was the introduction of jet propulsion, and
to some extent, rocket propulsion. The British were
making good advances in jet engine propulsion and
the Germans, before the end of the war, were al-
ready flying jet- and rocket-propelled airplanes and
missiles. Many new designs and modifications of ex-
isting designs were underway in the United States as
the war ended.
Fighters. In tile post-World War II period, tile
"P" designation for pursuit was changed to "F" for
fighter hence there are cases where the same fighter
airplane might be given either designation. Many
fighter designs were forthcoming during this period.
Bell Aircraft, already the creator of several un-
usual designs, had begun a proposal in the early
1940's in response to the Army's search for advanced
fighter designs. The proposal, designated XP-52, was
a propeller-driven, single-engine, twin-boom pusher
configuration. Continued development of the XP-52
led to a larger version designated the XP-59. Be-
fore the mock-up was completed, the design was can-
celed in favor of an even more advanced design that
was |o use jet propulsion. To maintain secrecy for
the project, tile XP-59 designation was retained al-
though the configuration was completely changed.
Jet engines, based on the British Whittle engine,
were made by General Electric and two were located
under the wing roots with twin inlets just ahead of
the wing leading edge and twin nozzles just aft of
the trailing edge. The XP-59 Airacomet, oil Octo-
ber 2, 1942, becaine the first American jet airplane
to fly. The airplane had a tendency to sway from side
to side, probably as a result of jet flow interaction,
and was not considered suitable as an operational
fighter but was used as a trainer. A proposal for a
single-engine version with twin wing root inlets and
an underbody nozzle was considered but never mate-
rialized. Bell did proceed with a larger design similar
to the P-59 that was intended to provide greater fuel
capaeity for increased range. Designated the XF-83,
only two prototypes were built. Flight tests indicated
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nosignificantimprovenmntin performancesincethe
addedtirolcapacitytook its toll in weightanddrag.
TheBell single-engineproposalwasrelinquished
to Lockheed and within 143 days resulted in the
Lockheed P-80 Shooting Star the first operational
U.S. jet fighter. First flown in January 1944, the P-80
was the first American fighter to exceed 500 mph.
While not in time for service in World War II, the
P-80 was used in Korea. After Korea, the P-80 was
gradually replaced by more advanced fighters. The
two-place trainer version, T-aa, remained in service
much longer, and some are still flying today.
High fuel consumption of early jet engines led
Convair to the design of the XF-81, in which the
first U.S. turboprop engine was combined with a jet
engine. The turboprop engine was mounted at the
nose and the jet engine was in the afterbody with
twin shoulder inlets at about midbody aft of the
cockpit and a single nozzle at the fuselage rear. The
performance of the turboprop engine was not good,
however, and only two prototype airplanes were built.
In the midst of the new jet age, North American
introduced an approach to attaining a long-range
fighter by designing the piston-powered F-82 Twin
Mustang. This was essentially the coupling together
of a pair of P-51 bodies with a common wing and
stabilizer structure. The F-82 was effective and was
used in the Korean war.
In 1944, Republic conceived a highly secret design
for a jet fighter to succeed their P-47. The design,
known as the F-84 Thunderjet, was similar to the
Lockheed P-80, with a conventional tail arrangement,
a straight wing, and a single jet engine but differed in
that a single nose inlet was used. The F-84 became
the first new U.S. fighter to fly following the end of
World War II.
A revolutionary concept by North American, the
F-86 Sabre, became the first U.S. swept-wing jet
fighter. The design was begun in 1944 as the FJ-l,
the first Navy jet fighter, and originally had a straight
wing. The Air Force was interested in the design
and ordered a version designated XP-86. The knowl-
edge of German swept-wing designs had arrived in
the United States and additional experimental data
were generated in NACA wind tunnels. Because of
the speed advantages to be expected from the use of
swept wings, the XP-86 design was changed to incor-
porate a 35 ° swept wing with automatic leading-edge
slats, and thus the first U.S. swept-wing fighter was
born.
The Curtiss XF-87 was conceived in 1945 in re-
sponse to the Air Force specification for an all-
weather jet fighter. Curtiss encountered some dif-
ficulties, partly because of inexperience with jet air-
planes. The airplane was quite large because of the
volume allowed for fuel. The XF-87 had a conven-
tional straight wing and aft tails, side-by-side seat-
ing for the two-man crew, and four jet engines wing-
mounted in two huge nacelles. Planned armament
included four swiveling 20-mm cannons that fired
in a 60 ° arc and could be angled from 0 ° to 90 °
from the centerline. One prototype was built and
flew in 1948, and a production contract was awarded.
However the program remained plagued with prob-
lems of weight, buffet, and insufficient power and
was soon canceled. The XF-87 was the last Curtiss
airplane.
In mid-1946, the Air Force issued a contract
to McDonnell for a long-range penetration fighter
designated the XF-88. The design was a single-seater
that had a 35 ° swept wing, an aft tail, and twin
jet engines housed midship in the fuselage. Twin
inlets were located in the wing root leading edge,
and twin nozzles were located on the underside of the
body about midway between the wing and tail. Such
a propulsion arrangement was to appear on other
McDonnell fighter designs yet to come. The airplane
was underpowered and was placed in storage, and the
program, for the moment, was suspended.
The F-89 Scorpion was designed by Northrop as
a twin-jet, two-seat, all-weather fighter to replace
the P-61. The Air Force accepted the design and
ordered the F-89 into production. The configuration
had a straight wing and a conventional aft tail. The
two jet engines together with inlets and nozzles were
semiembedded in a position about midship on the
underside of the body with a minimum of ducting.
The Lockheed XF-90 was developed in parallel
with the McDonnell XF-88 for the long-range pen-
etration fighter role. The XF-90 had a moderately
swept wing and twin jet engines mounted internally
in the fuselage. The design was similar to the XF-88
but differed in ducting, having twin inlets mounted
on the body forward of the wing and nozzles at the
rear of the fuselage. The design also bore a fam-
ily resemblance to the Lockheed F-80 but differed in
the slight wing sweep and in the use of two engines
with twin nozzles at the rear. The eruption of the
Korean War, however, resulted in the program being
dropped.
Bombers. As World War II was ending, Boeing
made several revisions to the B-29 including more
powerful engines, a new fin, a new undercarriage,
and a new lighter wing structure and produced a
conversion designated the XB-44. After production
began, the airplane was redesignated the B-50 and it
became the first new bomber to be delivered to the
newly formed Strategic Air Command (SAC).
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With aninterestinstayingin thebombermarket,
Douglas,in a privateventurein 1943,submitteda
designto theAir Forceforanun,,rthodoxthree-place
bomberwith twinenginesdrivit_ga pusherpropeller
at the rearof the body. The designwasexpected
to providethe rangeof a B-17at twicethe speed.
Two prototypeswereorderedwith the designation
XB-42Mixmaster.With theadv:_ntofjet propulsion,
a designchangewasmadewheceintwojet engines
wereplacedin the bodywith t cdn flush inlets just
ahead of the wing and twin nozz es on the side of the
body just aft of the wing. Designated the XB-43,
the prototype was the first U.S. jet bomber to be
built. Plans to produce 50 airpianes were canceled,
however, and the prototype becalne a flying engine
testbed.
Northrop began the dewdop[ rant of a long-range
flying-wing strategic bomber in 1941 when the Army
Air Force ordered two prototype:_ of the XB-35. The
XB-35 was designed with four engines to drive con-
trarotating pusher propellers ant was expected to be
less expensive and more efficient than bombers such
as the B-29 and the Convair B-36, which was then
under development. The XB-35 suffered a series of
propulsion problems and was fin_dty canceled and re-
placed by a version powered wi:h eight jet engines
that was designated the YB-49. Although initially
ordered into production, the entire program was
canceled and the funds diverted :o the B-36 project.
Convair designed the B-36 in response to a 1941
Army Air Force specification for a strategic bomber
capable of carrying a 10000-1b bomb load from the
United States to European targets and returning
without refueling. One of the largest airplanes ever
built, the B-36 was a conw_'ntional wing-body-tail
arrangement with power, in tl_e final production
version, being supplied by six ra, iial engines driving
pusher propellers and four jet engines paired in twin
pods mounted near tile wingtips. The first prototype
did not fly until 1946, but the B-36 remained in the
inventory as a primary strategic d_terrent until it was
withdrawn in 1957.
North American designed the B-45 Tornado in re-
sponse to a 1944 Army Air Force request for a 500-
mph jet bomber. The design was selected over three
other responders the Consolidated XB-46, the Boe-
ing XB-47, and the Martin XB-48. The B-45 was a
clean, straight-wing, conventional configuration with
four jet engines paired in two large wing-mounted na-
celles. The B-45 was the first fore-engine jet bomber
to enter the Air Force. Howew:r, it was not a partic-
ularly modern design and became a transitional air-
plane in the bomber inventory. The final production
version was modified to be a strat,:_gic reconnaissance
airplane, the RB-45C.
The Martin XB-51 was the first ground-assault
light bomber developed for the Air Force following
World War II. The airplane had a 35 ° swept wing, a
T-tai], and three jet engines. Two of the engines
were mounted on short pylons on the side of the
body below and forward of the wing. A third engine
was mounted in the rear of the body with the inlet
blended into the base of the vertical tail. Other inno-
vative features included a variable-incidence wing to
facilitate takeoff, a tandem gear retracting into the
body that permitted the use of a thin wing, leading-
edge slats, and full-span wing flaps with lateral con-
trol provided by spoilers. The airplane successfully
flew in October 1949, but subsequently the program
was canceled.
Cargo airplanes. In mid-1942 Boeing proposed
a transport variant of the B-29, and the Air Force
accepted the first prototype in 1944. Designated
the C-97 Stratofreighter, the design used the wing,
tail, and engines of the B-29 on a new double-lobe
body that provided the volume required to transport
troops and cargo.
In 1948, the Air Force ordered the Lockheed
C-121, an updated version of the C-69. In addition
to transport operation, a radar picket version, the
RC-121, was placed in operation in 1953. These were
distinguished by large radomes above and below the
body and by the addition of tip tanks.
Fairchild produced the C-119, an improved ver-
sion of the C-82, in 1949. This version, known as
the Flying Boxcar, had more powerful engines and a
greater load-carrying capability.
Into the 1950's
In the aftermath of World War II and into the
1950's, there was fervent airplane design activity in
the effort to maintain the security of the United
States.
Fighters. North American, based on the success
of the F-86, proposed a Inodified version having a
body with increased volume, a pointed nose, and
twin side-mounted NACA flush inlets. The modified
version was designated the YF-93. A second YF-93
was built with conventional side inlets. The airplane
was intended to compete for the penetration fighter
role, but the need for this mission began to fade and
the project was dropped with the two prototypes
being turned over to the NACA for flight research.
Modifications to the basic F-86 design also con-
tinued into the mid-1950's. These modifications in-
cluded engine changes, an all-moving horizontal tail,
wing slat changes, extended wing leading edge, an
underslung inlet with a radar nose, extended body,
and various armament arrangements.
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With supersonicflightbecominga reality,North
Americanturned to a completelynew company-
fundeddesignforasupersonicfighter.It wasasingle-
enginesingle-seatdesignwith a 45° sweptwing;aft
tail; anda flattenedoval,normalshockinlet at the
nose.TheprojectwasapprovedbytheAir Forceand
designedtheF-100SuperSabre.TheF-100wasthe
first of whatwereto beknownastheCenturyseries
fightersandwasthefirstAir Forceoperationalsuper-
sonicairplane,havingfirst flownin May 1953.Sev-
eralcrashesoccurredfollowingtheinitial deployment
of the F-100,and an intensivewind-tunnelstudy
indicatedthat supersonicaerodynamicphenomena
alongwith thegeometricandmasspropertiesof the
airplaneledto stabilityandcontrolproblemsnoten-
counteredwith subsonicairplanes.Designchanges
thatweremadeincludeda27-percentincreaseinver-
tical tail areaandanincreasein wingspan.
NorthAmericanundertookfurtherredesignofthe
F-100to satisfy,an Air Force need for a tactical
fighter-bomber with ground-attack capability. The
nose inlet was replaced by a pointed closed nose that
housed a radar, and a new bifurcated inlet located on
top of the body just aft of the cockpit was used to feed
air to a 24 500-1b-thrust afterburning jet engine. Tile
design, designated the F-107, incorporated several
unique features such as an all-moving vertical tail
for directional control and wing spoilers for lateral
control. Although three prototypes were built and
flight tests indicated good performance, the program
was canceled in favor of the F-105. The F-107 was the
last fighter built under the name of North American
Aviation.
In the late 1950's, while developing the B-70
bomber, North American also designed a supersonic
interceptor as a possible escort for the B-70. The
interceptor, which was designated the F-108, was a
canard-delta configuration with twin jet engines in
the body and twin horizontal ramp inlets just forward
of the wing root. A single vertical tail was used and
the two-man crew were to be housed in individuai
ejection-type capsules. A range of 1150 miles at
Mach 3 was specified. The project, however, did not
proceed beyond the full-scale mock-up stage.
As follow-ons to the suceessflfl F-84, Republic de-
veloped several new designs for the purpose of ex-
panding the operational envelope and mission capa-
bility. Initially modifications were made to the ba-
sic F-84 in which the original straight wing was re-
placed with a 40 ° swept wing and horizontal tail,
and a more streamlined canopy was installed. This
version, which first flew in 1950, was originally des-
ignated YF-96A but shortly thereafter was redesig-
nated the F-84F Thunderstreak. Further modifica-
tions included a larger and more powerful engine
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housed in a larger fuselage, and this became the
production airplane. A second modification had a
pointed nose and twin flush side inlets. The side in-
lets were later replaced by twin inlets built in to the
leading-edge wing root. With cameras mounted in
the nose, this version was produced as the photo-
reconnaissance RF-84F Thunderflash.
In 1951, a unique conversion of the RF-84F
came from the installation of a supersonic propeller
driven by a gas turbine. The design, designated the
XF-84H, was also distinguished by a high "T" tail
and a shark-like antitorque fin just aft of the cock-
pit. While adding to the knowledge of high-speed
propeller operation, the airplane did not go beyond
the flight test stage.
Another modification intended to extend the life
of the F-84 was the RF-84K. This design included a
retractable hook on the upper forebody that was to
be used in conjunction with a trapeze-equipped B-36.
This arrangement was intended to extend the range
of the RF-84 by carrying the airplane in a semisub-
merged position under the B-36 for release and re-
trieval as needed. Contributing to this program was
an unusual design from McDonnell that was specifi-
cally intended to be a parasite fighter for the bomber
escort role. The McDonnell XF-85 Goblin, flying in
1948, was a short, stubby swept wing jet designed
for carriage by the B-29, B-35, and B-36. While the
small fighter displayed good agility, the short dura-
tion of flight and the hazards of launch and recovery
under combat conditions led to the conclusion that
the concept was impractical, so the XF-85 was ter-
minated. The flight experience gained, however, was
applied to the Republic RF-84K program, and suc-
cessful flights were made with trapeze hookup to a
B-36. Although 25 hook-equipped RF-84K's were
produced, tile project did not proceed beyond flight
test.
Another Republic venture, the XF-91 Thunder-
ceptor, began in the late 1940's and extended into
the early 1950's. Intended primarily for a fast-climb
interceptor role, the design called for propulsion from
four rocket motors mounted in pairs above and below
a jet engine. The fuselage had a nose inlet and a tail
assembly similar to the F-84. The swept wing dif-
fered from previous designs in that the planform had
an inverse taper ratio that, it was conjectured, would
maintain wingtip lift at high angles of attack. The
wing also featured variable incidence as a means for
maintaining lift for takeoff and landing. With a com-
bined thrust of 11 200 lb, the XF-91 exceeded Maeh
1.0 in 1952. Two prototypes were built for flight
test. One was modified to have an underslung fore-
body inlet and a pointed nose for radar. The other
wasmodifiedto incorporatea V-tail. Theprogram
did not proceedbeyondflight test.
Still anotherboldRepubli(venturewasthecon-
ceptof anall-weather,high-altitude,air defensein-
terceptorthat wasproposedto theAir Forcein 1951.
A contractwasawardedin 1954for threeprototypes
designatedtile XF-103.Thetwartof thedesignwas
a uniquedual-cycleturboramjetengineto bedevel-
opedby Wright. The engine,whichwasfedby an
underslungvariable-geometryscoopinlet, consisted
of a turbojetandanafterbun:erthat alsoservedas
a ramjet combustionchanlbei. Theinterceptcon-
ditionscalledfor a Machimmberof about 2.2at
an altitudeof 75000ft with _,maximumspeedca-
pability of about Mach4.0. A full-scalemock-up
wascompletedin 1953,and studiesweredonein
theareasof tit.aniumandstainlessteelfabrication,
high-temperaturehydraulics,escapecapsules,and
periscopicsightsfor thesubm(rgedcockpit.A large
foldingventralfin wasprovidedto augmentthehigh
Maehnumberdirectionalstability. After a 9-year
developmentprogram,andwith oneairplaneunder
construction,theprogramwascanceledreportedly
for economicreasons.
In asomewhatlessimaginativeprogram,lRepub-
lie beganan in-housedesignin 1951for a super-
sonictacticalfigtlter-bomt)crt() succeedthe F-84F.
Theproposalwasgivenago-aheadby theAir Force
and wasdesignatedtile F-10_Thunderchief.The
configuration,influencedby previousRepublicde-
signs,wasaconventionalsweptwing,aft-tail,single-
engine,single-seattype. Theairplanewasdesigned
with an internalbayfor carryi:_gnuclearor conven-
tionalweapons.Twin sideinl_,tswith a horizontal
sugar-scoopshapewerelocatedinthewingrootjunc-
ture. While the first threeplototypeswereunder
construction,the useof area-rdingfor the reliefof
transonicdragbecameknownandwasdemonstrated
by NACAwind-tunneltests.Accordingly,thethird
prototypewasmodifiedto mak.useof thetransonic
arearule.Flight testsverified1hetransonicdragef-
fectsin that tim unmodifiedarplaneswerelimited
to Mach1.2whereasthe modifiedversionreached
Mach2.15.Otherdesignchangesresultingfromthe
wind-tunneltestsincludeda moreeffectivevertical
tail andtheadditionofventraltinsforthepurposeof
alleviatingthesupersonicstabilityproblems.Later
modificationsto the F-105inclMedenginechanges,
armamentchanges,avionicschauges,aswell,asatwo-
seat.version.TheF-105wasth(,lastof a longlineof
Republicfighterdesigns.
Lockheedwasableto makea rapidresponseto
a 1948Air Forcerequirementfor anall-weatherjet
interceptorby convertingtheir T-33 trainerto in-
eludea radarnose,anafterburningengineandfour
0.50-calibermachinegunsin the forwardfllselage.
Designatedthe F-94Starfire,the airplanewasthe
firs! operationalall-weatherjet fighterto enterser-
viceandwasthe first Air Forcefighterto usean
afterburningengine.Althoughgenerallysuccessful,
thedesignwasprogressivelyrefinedandthefinalpro-
ductionversionincludedsuchchangesasamorepow-
erfulengine,anewthinnerwingwith increasedarea
anda greaterdihedralangle,a swepthorizontaltail,
largertip tanks,anewnosethat allowedthehousing
of 24 folding-finrockets,andtwomidwing-mounted
podsthat eachcontained12morerockets.TheF-94
wasthefirstU.S.fighterto beequippedentirelywith
missiles.
Lockheedbeganthedesignof a somewhatdiffer-
ent fighterconceptin 1952,knowingthat the Air
Force,basedon theKoreanwarexperiences,needed
a new air superiorityfighter capableof operating
from forwardairfieldsand acceleratingrapidly for
high-altitudeintercepts. The concept,whichwas
the basisfor an unsolicitedproposal,wasa single-
seat,single-engine,Mach2, lightweightfighterwith
a low-aspect-ratiothinstraightwing,a "T"-tail, and
alongslenderbodywithsemiconicalsideinlets.The
designbenefitedfrom theDouglasX-3 researchair-
planethat hadbeena partof theflight testprogram
oftheX-seriesairplanes.Designinfornmtionwasalso
gainedfromtheLockheedX-7researchmissile.The
Air Forceissuedanoperationalrequirementsimilar
to tileLockheedproposaland,aftercompetitivebid-
ding,awardeda contractto LockheedoverRepublic
andNorth Americanfor a supersonicair superior-
ity fighterthat wasdesignatedtheF-104 Starfighter.
Kelly Johnson, Lockheed's chief engineer said, in ref-
erence to the F-104 design, "...what we have done
is bring to an end the trend toward constantly big-
ger, constantly more complicated, constantly more
expensive airplanes."
McDonnell reactivated the XF-88 in 1951 as the
Air Force sought a long-range, high-speed bomber
escort fighter. The new airplane was designated the
F-101 Voodoo. The general arrangement was simi-
lar to the XF-88, but the F-101, with more power-
ful engines, was larger and heavier and, at the time,
was the largest and most powerful combat airplane
to be accepted by the Air Force. The F-101 was pro-
duced in both a single-seat and a two-seat version
and performed the roles of tactical fighter-bomber,
reconnaissance, interceptor, and trainer. The inter-
ceptor version was armed with missiles carried in-
ternally on a rotary launcher. The F-101 had some
stability problems, in particular a pitch-up, that were
finally alleviated by use of an active inhibitor device.
Convair began studies of high-speed configura-
tions in the late 1940's using the delta wing shape
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that hadbeenexploitedbytheGermandesignerLip-
pisch. A low-aspect-ratio60° deltawingwasused
withasingledeltaverticaltail andilo horizontaltail.
It wasthoughtthat suchanarrangementwouldhave
lowdragandthat thestabilitymightbebetterthan
that for aft-tail arrangements.A singlejet engine
with a noseinletwasused,but theoriginalairplane
wasunderpowered.Toaugmentthethrust,sixrocket
motorswerealsoto bcused.Giventhedesignation
of XF-92,the airplanewasusefulfor experimental
flight researchand,althoughneverachievingsuper-
sonicflight,did reacha Machnumberof 0.95.
Thebasicdesignof theXF-92wasusedbyCon-
vairin responseto anAir Forcerequestin 1949fora
supersonicnterceptorwithanintegratedfire-control
system.Theairframeawardwentto Convair with
the designation of F-102 Delta Dagger. The first
flight in October 1953 indicated that the original air-
plane was underpowered and had a higher than antic-
ipated drag and that it was not possible to attain su-
personic speeds. Production plans were halted pend-
ing the correction of performance and stability prob-
lems. Wind-tunnel tests at the NACA resulted in the
application of the transonic area rule, an extended
body, a new canopy, new inlets, an aft fuselage fair-
ing, wing camber modifications, and a larger vertical
tail. The revised airplane, with a more powerful en-
gine, flew in December 1954 and reached Mach 1.22.
The F-102 was armed with six internally carried
missiles.
Further redesign of the F-102 resulted in the
F-106 Delta Dart interceptor. While maintaining the
basic all-wing delta concept, the F-106 had a more
powerful engine, a completely new area-ruled body,
shorter intake ducts and a larger, swept trapezoidal
vertical tail. The F-106 reached a maximum speed
of Maeh 2.3.
Bombers. The 1950's saw the development of
new advanced jet bombers. Near the end of World
War II, Boeing began to explore the use of jet engines
in bomber designs to follow their successful piston-
engine airplanes. The first Boeing concept in 1944
had a straight wing, but this soon gave way to the
newly accepted swept wing concept. Body-mounted
engines were replaced by wing-mounted engines and
the prototype, ordered in 1946, was designated the
B-47 Stratojet. The B-47 had six engines with two
in pylon-mounted twin pods located inboard and one
snugged under the wing in an outboard position. The
airplane was equipped with a body-mounted tandem
main gear with outriggers near the wingtips. The B-
47 was the first operational swept wing jet bomber in
the Air Force. Many modifications involving equip-
ment, engines, and armament resulted in versions
that were used for electronic warfare, reconnaissance,
training, and remotely piloted target drones. One
version became the first Air Force airplane to incor-
porate a fly-by-wire primary control system.
In 1945, Boeing was asked by the Air Force to
develop a strategic bomber to replace the B-36. The
original design had turboprop engines, but through a
series of evolutionary changes, the design designated
the XB-52 Stratofortress that flew in 1951 had eight
jet engines pylon mounted under a 35 ° swept wing.
With various changes to the airframe and engines,
the B-52 remained in production through 1961 and
is still in operational status with the Strategic Air
Command.
Seeking a light jet bomber, the United States
made a rare decision in selecting the British-designed
English Electric Canberra airplane in 1951. The
airplane appeared well suited to the Air Force mission
with good range and payload, and it was decided
that it would be built under license by Martin as the
B-57. The B-57 is a two-seater with twin jet engines
mounted in wing nacelles. The wing is unswept and,
with a relatively large wing-area, the wing loading is
low. In addition to the original mission, the airplane
was used in a reconnaissance role.
The Douglas B-66 Destroyer was developed for
the roles of tactical bomber and reconnaissance. The
airplane, with a high swept-wing and two pylon-
mounted jet engines, was a direct development from
the Navy A3D airplane, with the same basic layout
but without certain Navy shipboard features such as
folding wings, strengthened gear, and arrester hook.
The airplane is one of the relatively few examples of
the use of a basic design for multiservice roles.
The first supersonic bomber in the United States
was the B-58 Hustler design of Convair. The design
started in 1949 in response to an Air Force feasibility
study for a supersonic strategic bomber weapon sys-
tem. For Convair it also represented a replacement
for their B-36. The design retained the all-wing delta
and single vertical tail concept used by the F-102 and
F-106 and had four pylon-mounted jet engines un-
der the wing. The configuration was area ruled and
had a unique detachable weapons pod attached to
the underside of the body. The B-58 demonstrated a
maximum speed of about Mach 2 and made a super-
sonic flight (with refueling) from Tokyo to London in
1963. The B-58 was phased out of SAC in 1970 as
the FB-111 was beginning to appear.
Cargo airplanes. Lockheed proposed a turbo-
prop transport in 1951 as the Air Force began a
move to replace the conventional piston-engine trans-
ports. The airplane, which became the C-130 Her-
cules, had four turboprop engines mounted on a high
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wing. Thebodysat lowon th,'_groundto facilitate
loadingthroughanaft ramp. The C-130is still in
servicetoday.
Boeingproducedavariationof theirearly707-80
commercialtransportthat wau;acceptedby the Air
Forceanddesignatedthe C-135.A tankerversion,
theKC-135Stratotanker,hasmenwidelyused.
McDonnell-Douglasprodu(edthe C-133Cargo-
masterin responseto anAir Forcerequirementfor
a heavytransportcapableof carryingbulky loads.
With no prototype,the airplmewasorderedinto
productionin 1954.Thedesigrhadahighwingwith
four turbopropenginesandclamshelldoorson the
lowaft body.
A tacticalassaultransportdesignatedtheC-123
Providerwasdevelopedin theearly1950'sbyChase
Aircraft with a poweredvers:onof a Chasecargo
glider.Thedesignhadtwo t)i_tonenginesattached
to a highwing. Thelow bodyhad a rearloading
ramp. Chasewasacquiredby Kaiser-Frazer,who
failedto producethe airplane,and Fairchildwas
finallyawardeda productioncretract.
The 1960'sand Beyond
Asworldeventscontinueto change,theperceived
needsof theAir Forcecontinueto change.Changes
that occur in economics and politics as well as in
technology are reflected in th( actual acquisition of
airplanes. In general, acquisiti(m of new airplanes has
slowed and the design cycle has lengthened. The era
of the chief engineer or designer in charge of a project
has given way to a managen:ent system involving
many people with responsibility for various discrete
areas of a project.
Fighters. Fighter programs during this period
included many diverse programs some successful,
some not. Supersonic VTOL was one of the areas
of interest. In the early 1960's, the Bell company, al-
ready well known for innovatiw_ concepts, undertook
the design of a supersonic VT_ )L airplane at the re-
quest of both the Air Force ant the Navy. The intent
was to provide a high-pertbr>lance fighter unham-
pered by basing considerations or gear strength a
design philosophy under study again today. Des-
ignated the XF-109, a mock-up completed in 1961
showed a single-seat fghter with a long slender body,
a high short-span wing, aft tails, and eight jet en-
gines. Two engines were located convemionally in
the rear of the body with twir_ side inlets under the
wing. Two engines were in an upright position in the
body' just aft of the cockpit and were to t)e used to
provide vertical thrust only. ]'he other four engines
were paired in rotating wingtip nacelles to provide ei-
ther vertical or horizontal thrust as required. Thus,
six engines could be used for vertical flight, and six
engines were available for forward flight. Reaction
jet controls would be used during vertical or hovering
flight, and conventional aerodynamic controls would
be used for forward flight. The anticipated weight
was to be about 24 000 lb. In addition to vertical
and hovering flight capability, the XF-109 was ex-
pected to have a maximum speed of Mach 2.3 and a
subsonic range of about 1400 nfiles. Although a full-
scale mockup was built, the program was terminated
and the airplane was never built.
Following the Century series of fighters of the
1950's, there was a relative dearth of new fighter
designs. The Air Force, in looking for a fighter,
turned to the Navy McDonnell Douglas F4H-1 Phan-
tom shipboard fighter--a mid-1950's design that en-
tered Navy service in 1960. The F4H-1 design had
already been revised in several respects following
NACA wind-tunnel tests done to explore problems
of stability, in particular pitch-up and roll-yaw cou-
pling. The revised airplane incorporated a wing
leading-edge tip extension, turned up wingtips, and a
drooped horizontal tail. Compared with the Century
serie.s fighters, the F4H-1 had greater load-carrying
capability as well as greater range and hence was or-
dered by the Air Force in 1962 with the designation
of F-110. With a change in classification the airplane
was redesignated the F-4 Phantom II and, in various
forms, has remained in service into its third decade.
The primary fighter development during the
1960's was the Tactical Fighter Experimental (TFX)
program that resulted in the production of the F-
111 airplane. The main point of the program was
to develop a multinfission airplane that could be
used by both the Air Force and Navy. The antic-
ipated benefit was commonality, which should be
conducive to efficiency and lower cost. Technol-
ogy pertinent to the design was the use of vari-
able wing sweep that should permit good takeoff
and landing characteristics, good subsonic range
and loiter time, supersonic capability, and low-
altitude penetration capability. The concept of
variable wing sweep was not new but had been
brought to light by German scientists during World
War II. Extensive investigations of the variable-
sweep feature were conducted in NASA wind tun-
nels. Flight results were also obtained with the
Bell X-5 research airplane (based on a captured Ger-
man Messerschmitt airplane) and with the Grumman
XF10F-1. The TFX program resulted in a request
for proposal in 1961 to which nine companies re-
sponded. A contract for the airplane, designated the
F-111, was finally awarded to General Dynamics in
1962 after several lengthy evaluations. The program
was plagued with many problems technical, politi-
cal, and economic and was, in fact, subjected to a
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congressionalinvestigation.Technically,the prob-
lemswererelatedto suchthingsasexcessivelyhigh
drag,inletflowdistortion,excessivesupersoniclongi-
tudinalstability,deficientsupersonicdirectionalsta-
bility, andexcessiveweight.Thousandsof hoursof
wind-tunneltestsweredonebyNASAandtheUSAF
to addresstheseproblems.In addition,theseprob-
lemswerecompoundedby someof the constraints
imposedbyservicecommonality forexample,some
weight,length,andheightlimitationsweredictated
by thephysicalcharacteristicsof Navycarriereleva-
tors andhangerdecks. In the end,the Navycan-
celedout of theprogramandonlyabouta third of
theanticipatedproductionwasdeliveredto the Air
Force.Whileshowinglittle merit asa tacticalair-
plane,aversiondesignatedtheFB-111didgoto SAC
asan interimstrategicbomber.TheFB-111hada
longerfuselage,agreaterwingspan,astrongergear,
increasedfuelcapacity,andmorepowerfulengines.
TheF-111andFB-111arestill in service.
Northropbegana company-fundedproject in
1955with the intentof producingan inexpensive,
uncomplicated,lightweight,single-seatsupersonic
fighter.Thedesignfeatureda slender,needle-nosed
fuselagewith twinjet engines,twinsideinlets,acon-
ventionalstraightwing,andaft tails. Air Forcein-
terestin asupersonictrainerresultedinatwo-seater
versiondesignatedthe T-38Talon.Thefighterver-
sion,designatedthe F-5 FreedomFighter,wasse-
lectedfor usebyforeigncountriesundertheMilitary
AssistanceProgram. In additionto its usein al-
liedair forces,theF-5 sawcombatservicewith the
U.S.Air Forcein SoutheastAsia.Becauseofcertain
uniquefeatures,the F-5 hasbeenusedin U.S.ag-
gressorsquadronsto simulatesuchairplanesasthe
MiG-21.
TheMcDonnellDouglasF-15Eaglewasthefirst
newfighterdesignin the U.S.Air Forcesincethe
era of the Centuryseries. The Air Forceissued
a Requestfor Proposal(RFP) for a fighterin late
1965to 13companies.In 1965,bids wereagain
solicitedfrom sevencompaniesin what wascalled
the FX program. In 1967,study contractswere
awardedto McDonnellDouglasandGeneralDynam-
icswhilesomecontendersFairchild-Hiller,Grum-
man,Lockheed,andNorthAmerican stayedin the
competitionat their ownexpenseandBoeingwith-
drew.In 1969,thefieldwasnarrowedto McDonnell
Douglas,Fairchild-Hiller,and NorthAmerican.In
late1969,McDonnellDouglaswasdeclaredthewin-
ner,andtheinitial contractfortheF-15wasawarded
in January1970.The first flightoccurredin July
1972,productionwasapprovedin February1973,
andthefirst operationalairplanesweredeliveredin
November1974. The originalF-15wasa single-
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seater,but a two-seaterversionhasalsobeenintro-
duced.Theairplaneis atwin-tail, fixedtrapezoidal
wingdesignpoweredbytwinjetswithnozzlesat the
baseoftilebodyandtwinhorizontalrampinletsjust
aft ofthecockpit.Thedesignmakesuseofsomecom-
positematerialandsometitanium.Thecomhination
of a relativelyhighthrust-to-weightratioanda rel-
ativelylowwing-loadingissuchthat theairplaneis
highlymanueverable.Armamentypicallyconsists
of eightair-to-airmissilesanda 20-mmcannon.
In early 1972,the Air Forceissuedan RFP to
nine companiesfor a lightweightfighter technol-
ogydemonstrator.Out of fiveresponses,two were
selectedtheGeneralDynamicsingle-enginedesign
designatedYF-16andtheNorthroptwin-enginede-
signdesignatedYF-17. After a fly-off betweenthe
two, theF-16FightingFalconwasselectedin Jan-
uary1975,andtile first operationalairplanewasde-
liveredin January1979.The YF-16designwasto
demonstrateseveralnewtechnologiesthat included
afly-by-wire/side-stickflight controlsystem,relaxed
staticstability,automaticvariablecamber,highac-
celerationcockpit,andcompositestructure.Thede-
signalsoincludeda blendedwing-bodywith a thin
strakedwingintendedto havebothlowdragandhigh
lift. Thesingleengineis fedby an inlet on them>
dersideof thebodyjust aheadof thenosegear.Ex-
tensiveNASAwind-tunneltestingaccompaniedtile
development.TheNorthropYF-17designwaslater
incorporatedby McDonnellDouglasinto whatwas
to becometheNavyF/A-18airplane.
TheLockheed-developedstealthfighterF-117be-
ganin the late 1970'sasa highlyclassified,closely
guardedprogram.Thedesignis intendedto provide
a configurationwith low detectability.Tile wingis
highlysweptandhasasawtoothtrailingedge.The
single-seatfighterhastwojet engineswith inletsand
nozzlesdesignedfor minimumdetection.Thebody
hasafacetedsurfacedesignedto reducetheradarsig-
nature.Althoughtheairplanehasbeenoperational
sinceOctober1983, its existence was not acknowl-
edged until late 1988.
Currently under development for the Air Force is
an advanced tactical fighter (ATF) to be a follow-
on to the F-15. The emphasis is on affordability,
maintainability, survivability, and performance and
calls for the production of flying prototypes. Lock-
heed, teamed with Boeing and General Dynamics, is
developing the YF-22, while Northrop, teamed with
McDonnell Douglas is developing the YF-23.
Bombers. During this period the Air Force
continued to seek a follow-on for the B-52 strategic
bomber. Potential successor systems included the
North American XB-70 Valkyrie. In December 1957,
tileNorthAmericanB-70wasselectedoveraBoeing
proposalill responseto anAir Forcerequirenmntfor
anewstrategicbomber.Tiledesignwasacanardand
deltawingtypewith twin verti:al tails. A wedge-
shapedbodyon the mMerside:_ftile winghoused
six jet enginesand twill vertical-rampinlets. The
underbodywasintendedto exploitthephenomenaof
compressionlift. Tile tipsofthedeltawingcouldbe
droopedto reducelongitudinals!abilityandincrease
directionalstabilityat supersonic:speeds.Tile B-70
deinonstratedMach3 flight in October1965,but
therewassomeconcernthat th,' lift-dragratio was
not adequateto providethe requiredrange. Only
twoB-70'swerebuilt to beusedasflyingtestbedsfor
supersonicflightresearch.Onecf thesewaslostin a
nfidaircollisionwithachaseairplane.Finaltestwork
wasdonebyNASA,andtheprogramwasterminated
ill 1969with theremainingairplmerelegatedto the
U.S.Air ForceMuseum.
Tile Air Forcebegana serie,of studiesin 1962
that euhninatedin the advancedmannedstrat.e-
gicaircraft (AMSA)requiremenlin 1965for a low-
altitude penetration bomber to replace the
B-52. TheRFP wasissuedin 1969,and Rockwell
(havingabsorbedNorthAmerican)wasselectedto
developthe airframein June1970. Tile airplane,
designatedtheB-l, usedavariatrlc-sweepwingtoac-
comlnodatethe rangeandlow-l_,velpenetrationre-
qnirements.A conventionalaft.tail wasused,and
powerwasprovidedbyfourjel enginespairedin twin
podswith bifllreatedinletsloca:edbelowtile wing.
Theflightof thefirst,prototypeB-1occurredin late
1974,andconstructionof threemoreprototypespro-
ceeded.However,in June1977,newlyelectedPresi-
dentCartercanceledtheplansf,,r productionof the
B-1. The program was reinstated ill 1981 by newly
elected President Reagan, and the updated version
designated B-1B entered the inv ,ntory during 1986.
Currently under test. for tim Air Force is the
advanced technology bomber (ATB) designated the
B-2. The prime contractor, Northrop, teained with
Boeing and LTV Aircraft Produ,:ts Group, has pro-
duced a design that draws on thvir flying-wing expe-
rience and incorporates stealth technology to reduce
detection. The B-2, rolled out in late 1988, began
test flights in tile sumnler of 198!).
Attack airplanes. Attack airplanes in this time
period included the Douglas A-1 Skyraider. Orig-
inally, designed in the mid 194(,'s as tile Navy AD
dive-bomber, the airplane w_s conventional for the
time period with a piston engir e and a retractable
gear. Ahnost 20 years later the Air Force became in-
terested in the airplane for use i_, the Southeast Asia
conflict for close-air support, k number of surplus
Navy airplanes were conw_rted to Air Force use for
training Vietnamese pilots and for converting U.S.
Air Force jet pilots to piston-engine, tail wheel air-
planes.
Tile Cessna A-37 Dragonfly, intended for light
attack and counterinsurgency (COIN) missions, was
developed in the early 1960's from the existing T-37
twin-jet trainer. Armed with a 7.62-mm Gatling gun
and a variety of wing-mounted stores, the A-37 was
used in Viemam.
The Vought A-7 Corsair II, based on the Vought
F-8 design, was originally intended to be a carrier-
based attack airplane. Tile Air Force became inter-
ested in the airplane as an inexpensive way to fill the
requirement for a heavily armed long-range tactical
fighter-attack airplane for close-air support in South-
east Asia. Accepted into service ill 1968, only 2 years
after Navy service began, tile A-7 was the first new
jet-powered subsonic fighter to enter the Air Force in
almost 20 years.
Ill tile late 1960's, tile Air Force initiated an
Attack Experimental (AX) program. Tile purpose
of the AX program was to produce a tmttleproof,
heavily armed close-air support airplane to replace
the A-1. Six companies entered tile competition, out
of which a fly-off between tile Northrop A-9 and tile
Fairchild Republic A-10 Thunderbolt 5I resulted in
the selection of the A-10. The A-10 is a straight-wing
design with twin vertical tails and twin jet engines
pylon mounted on the upper back of the body above
tile wing.
Cargo airplanes. With worldwide logistic sup-
port becoming of increased importance in the 1960's,
tile Air Force required new dedicated cargo transport
airplanes. In 1960, the Air Force issued a require-
ment for a jet-powered cargo airplane that brought
responses from Lockheed, Boeing, and Convair. The
winning design was the Lockheed C-141 StarLifter.
Tile design had a high, swept wing with four pylon-
mounted engines and a high T-tail. Early use of the
load-carrying capability was demonstrated beginning
in 1965 when ahnost daily flights were made across
the Pacific to Vietnam.
A requirement for a heavy-lift cargo airplane
issued in 1963 resulted in design contracts being
awarded to Lockheed, Boeing, and Douglas. A pro-
duetion contract was awarded in 1965 to Lockheed
for the winning C-5 Galaxy. The C-5 was geometri-
cally sinfilar to the C-141 but was much larger, with
more than twice the payload and twice the power.
Some structural and propulsion changes have been
made to the airplane to extend the life and improve
tile performance. The airplane is the largest in the
Air Force inventory.
1T
Currentlyunderdevelopmentis the McDonnell
DouglasC-17. This airplaneis beingdesignedto
combineheavylift andlong-rangeperformancewith
small,austereairfieldrestrictions.
Special airplanes. Although many unique air-
planes have been developed, only the Lockheed
SR-71 Blackbird will be mentioned. Design work
for this special high-speed airplane began in about
1959 and the first flight occurred in 1962. The
airplane was officially announced in 1964. The
airplane was referred to as the A-11 but had a
Lockheed designation of A-12. The Air Force des-
ignated a proposed fighter version the F-12, and
the better-known reconnaissance version was desig-
nated the SR-71. With a maximum speed in excess
of Mach 3, tile airplane represented advancements
in aerodynamic shaping, propulsion, materials, and
fabrication some of which had been previously ex-
plored in airplanes that never flew, such as the XF-
103. Three of the airplanes were allocated for use in
the NASA/USAF Advanced Supersonic Technology
program.
Epilogue
It is recognized that all events related to the
history of Army/Air Force airplane design trends
have not been included in this paper. However, it
is believed that enough has been presented to permit
some observations.
The development of these airplane systems was
slow over the first three decades of this century, very
prolific during the 1940's and 1950's, and tended
to slow once again beginning in the 1960's. These
trends seem to be related to perceived needs, to
technical capability, to the economy, and to the
political atm.osphere. Some of the significant design
trends can be noted in figure 1, which shows, for the
same scale, some of the fighter designs from 1925 to
today. The trends include changes from biplane to
monoplane, fixed landing gear to retractable gear,
open to enclosed cockpits, "tail draggers" to tricycle
gear, propellers to jets, unswept to swept wings,
and so on. In addition, there have been changes
in materials and construction techniques, and other
changes, to perlnit increases in speed and maneuver
capability. It can also be noted in figure 1 that
the size of the single-seater fighter has increased
considerably over the years.
Some U.S. designs were influenced by technology
from other countries, and the imminence of war
has had a strong influence on design trends. Many
current designs employ features that can be found
in previous designs, and thus a knowledge of past
design history can be useful. Many seemingly good
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designs have often failed to reach fruition but have,
nevertheless, added to useful knowledge.
The relationship between industry and govern-
ment has changed considerably. In the early days of
military aviation, the industry was often submitting
proposals to the government. Today, the industry
is generally responding to requests from the govern-
ment.
Many dramatic changes have been apparent in
the design trends of U.S. Army/Air Force airplanes.
As technology advances and mission needs change,
dramatic design changes in the future cannot be
precluded.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
April 23, 1990
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